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CREATING AN INTERIOR FOR TWO
As a couple, one of the fun things is setting up house together, but knowing where to begin can be overwhelming, es-

pecially when all of the wedding planning takes precedence. We decided to take some pertinent questions to Moyanne 

Harding, of Interiors by Moyanne on Rivermont Avenue in Lynchburg, VA, to take some of the guesswork out for those 

establishing or even blending households. 

What goals should a couple try to achieve in their home when they look at the big picture? Comfort coupled with 

a nice design plan and style that reflects your personalities should be the goal. Your home is your escape from the world. 

It’s where you retreat, relax and recharge and it needs to welcome you each and every day with pleasing design and pieces 

you love. 

How can couples blend two styles into one? Blending styles and making design compromises can be a daunting and 

emotional task for newly married couples because style is a personal expression. Who each is individually and also as part 

of a couple needs to be reflected in the design so that both feel at home in the space. Engaging the help of a designer can 

make this a fun experience for the couple because a designer is a neutral voice and can weave styles together for a please 

design… and no feelings get hurt. 

What trends can couples incorporate into their décor? Fresh cut flowers, fragrant candles and aromatic diffuses 

throughout the home are easy pieces to incorporate into the design plan. They really enhance the home environment by 

stimulating the senses and making it warm and welcoming, not to mention romantic and inviting for a newlywed couple. 

What staple pieces should couples consider? A higher quality sofa and a nicely made pair of club chairs are great 

starter pieces for a couple to invest in. You should spend a little more on these and buy good quality because they will 

last for years.

What are home essentials you feel a couple needs when they are first starting out? A good mattress, soft sheets, and 

fluffy down pillows are all essential pieces for a couple... especially one making a home together for the first time. These 

are things that you should invest a little more in, and perhaps forgo a big TV or other large purchases until you are more 

established. Also, other things to spend a little more on are a quality sofa, plush bath towels, and nice smelling European 

soaps… these are all things that help couples relax and indulge in their home oasis together. 


